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a word

from editor-in-chief

Indian Air Force is on the path of
transformation. In his interaction,
Air Chief Marshal V.R. Chaudhari,
Chief of the Air Staff was very
forthcoming and laid emphasis
on soft power based capability
enhancement and adaptation of
modern technologies as the basis of
IAF’s modernisation.

This issue of SP’s Aviation has an exclusive and
exhaustive interview of Air Chief Marshal V.R. Chaudhari, Chief
of the Air Staff (CAS) of the Indian Air Force (IAF). In this interview, the CAS has given some very candid as well as elaborate
insights into the preparedness as well as the plans for the future
of the IAF. The CAS has also brought out the difficulties and
challenges the IAF is confronted with in its efforts to attain and
maintain its combat fleet at the level of 42 squadrons as authorised by the Government of India.
One military transport aircraft that is now emerging on the
world scene is the Embraer C-390 twin-engine tactical transport
aircraft designed to set new standards in its category. Along with
its new variant, the KC-390, this platform is now being looked
at for acquisition by nations across the world. This issue of SP’s
Aviation carries a report by Rohit Goel of SP Guide Publications
on the current state and the potential of this platform.

In the defence budget, presented to the Parliament by the
Minister of Finance, Nirmala Sitharaman on February 1, 2022,
there is a notable focus on the modernisation of the Indian
armed forces and the defence security infrastructure development, including the border road infrastructure. This issue of
SP’s Aviation carries a detailed analysis on the new defence
budget by Air Vice Marshal Sanjay Bhatnagar (Retd).
On December 25 last year, the James Webb Space Telescope
(JWST) lifted atop the Ariane 5 rocket. The JWST is undoubtedly
regarded as the most important astronomical payload to be sent
into space ever. This issue of SP’s Aviation carries a detailed report
on this space marvel by Air Vice Marshal Sanjay Bhatnagar (Retd).
India’s space venture for this year began in the early hours
of February 14, 2022 when the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) launched a Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV).
The PSLV-C52 successfully injected the Earth Observation Satellite EOS-04, into an intended sun synchronous polar orbit at an
altitude of 529 km. Ayushee Chaudhary files a detailed report
on this venture by ISRO in this issue of the magazine.
All this and more in this issue of SP’s Aviation. We welcome
you aboard and wish you many happy landings!
Jai Hind!

Jayant Baranwal
Air Chief Marshal V.R. Chaudhari presenting a memento to Jayant
Baranwal, Editor-in-Chief, SP’s Aviation after their interaction

Owned, published and printed by Jayant Baranwal, printed at Kala Jyothi Process Pvt Ltd and published at
A-133, Arjun Nagar (Opposite Defence Colony), New Delhi 110003, India. All rights reserved. No part of this
publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means,
photocopying, recording, electronic, or otherwise without prior written permission of the Publishers.
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C-390 MILLENNIUM

UNBEATABLE
COMBINATION

RAPID RECONFIGURATION
AND THE LATEST TECHNOLOGY.
Delivering paratroops, transporting cargo, conducting
air-to-air refuelling, or delivering critical medical care,
the C-390 Millennium has class-leading multi-role
capabilities and features. This new generation aircraft
exploits latest technologies and innovations. These include
advanced fly-by-wire and digital integrated avionics.
This not only makes the C-390 Millennium easier to fly,
it also reduces the workload on the crew. Already proven
in service with the Brazilian Air Force, the C-390 has
also been selected by the Portuguese and Hungarian
Air Forces to meet their current and future mission
demands. The C-390 is setting a new benchmark in
reliability, efficiency and mission capability.

#C390UnbeatableCombination
embraerds.com
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Artist’s impression of the James Webb Space Telescope (Webb), folded in the Ariane 5 rocket during launch from Europe’s
Spaceport in French Guiana

James Webb Space
Telescope — A Human
Engineering Marvel
James Webb Space Telescope was designed with a life of 15 years, it is the only space
telescope designed to be maintained in space by astronauts

Photograph: ESA / D. Ducros

By Air Vice Marshal Sanjay Bhatnagar (Retd)
On December 25, 2021, James Webb Space Telescope
(JWST) lifted atop the Ariane 5 rocket from Kourou, Europe’s
Spaceport in French Guiana. It is touted to be undoubtedly the
most important astronomy payload to be sent to space ever.
On 24 April 1990, NASA’s satellite- Hubble Space Telescope
was launched into low Earth orbit (547 kms above the Earth)
aboard the Space Shuttle Discovery. It was designed as a general
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purpose versatile observatory, a vital research tool and a tool
for astronomers/astrophysicists. Hubble hosts a 2.4 m mirror.
Its five main instruments enables it to observe in the UV, visible,
and near-IR regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. Hubble’s
orbit lies outside the earth’s atmosphere, hence, enables it to
capture extremely high-resolution images with substantially
lower background light than ground-based telescopes.

www.sps-aviation.com
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Images Data by Hubble
It has recorded some of the most detailed visible light images,
allowing a deep view into space. This has helped to pin down
the age of the universe, which the stars suggests is some 13-14
billion years. Hubble has also captured images of many ancient
galaxies, in their various stages of evolution. It lets astronomers
look back into the process of young and developing universe
and the first atmospheric studies of planets beyond our solar
system, exploring their compositions and building data that
could aid the search for extraterrestrial life.
Hubble was designed with a life of 15 years, it is the only space
telescope designed to be maintained in space by astronauts. So
far five Space Shuttle missions have repaired, upgraded, and
replaced systems on the telescope, including all the five of the
main instruments. However, Hubble is nearing the end of its life.
On June 13, 2021, Hubble’s payload computer, which controls
and coordinates the observatory’s onboard science instruments,
suddenly stopped functioning. The same could be remotely
repaired. It is observed that computer is having various technical issues. It is now predicted to last another 10 years.
Hubble’s Successor
Planning for Hubble’s successor commenced in 1996. It is a
10 billion dollars collaborative endeavour by 10,000 scientists
of 14 different nationalities, from NASA, in partnership with
European Space Agency (ESA), and the Canadian Space Agency
(CSA). The telescope is named James Webb Space Telescope
(JWST), after the NASA administrator from 1961 to 1968, who
played a pivotal role in success of the Apollo programme.
JWST is NASA’s state of the art mission in Astrophysics, with
an objective to observe the most distant objects in the universe,
beyond the reach of existing ground based or spaceborne telescopes. It is an IR band telescope, expected to unravel the mystery of universe and detect stars in the early Universe approximately 280 million years older than stars HST now detects.
James Webb Space Telescope-a Human
Engineering Marvel
The combination of various technologies required to make the
James Webb telescope possible are unique and comprise of
highly precise machined sub-systems viz. the launch vehicle,
the image processing, the electromechanical systems, the cooling systems, the mirror, and an absolutely unique design of sunshield to provide temperature protection to the telescope.
The Launch Vehicle
Two stage Ariane 5 rocket was chosen for this launch due to
its powerful weight lifting capability and reliable safety record.
This was Ariane 5’s 107th successful launch out of 112 so far.
It is capable of carrying a payload of upto 10,500 kg to a Geostationary Transfer Orbit (GTO) or upto 21,000 kg to Low Earh
Orbit (LEO).
Destination for JWST
The James Webb Telescope will not be in orbit around Earth
like Hubble. It is meant to look deep into the universe to provide
the astronomers a peek into 13.5 billion years away. Its destination is 15,00,000 kms away from Earth, at Lagrange Point 2.
Lagrange points are points in space where satellites, can
stay in the same position relative to the gravitational bodies
that they are traveling with. This happens at a point where the
gravitational pull from two bodies equals the centripetal force
required for the object to move with the gravitational bodies.

www.sps-aviation.com

Timelines of Deployment
S. N.

Day

Event

1.

D0

• Launch from Kourou, French Guyana

2.

D0+ 31 mins

• Solar Array Deployment

3.

D0+ 2 Hrs

• F
 irst Contact with Ground Station
(Malindi, Kenya)
• Sunshield pellet deployment

4.

D1 – D2.5

• Early Deployment steps

5.

D4

• Major Structural Deployment
• Deployable Tower Assembly

6.

D3-D8

• Sunshield Deployment

7.

D10

• Secondary Mirror

8.

D12-D13

• Primary Mirror

9.

D15-D26

• Mirror Segments Deployment

10.

D29

• L2 Insertion

11.

D30

• Firing of Thrusters

12.

2-4 Months

• T
 esting Instruments & Aligning the
optics

13.

5-6 Months

• Telescope Calibration

14.

End- June 2022

• First Images

They are like parking spots in space that allow satellites to sit in
a relatively stable position with minimal use of fuel.
There are five Lagrange Points between the Sun and Earth.
Points L3 to L5 are more academic and do not serve much useful purpose for a mission of this type. L1 lies between the Sun
and Earth, extremely useful for Sun observation satellites, however, JWST is an IR telescope and needs to avoid the light from
the Sun. JWST’s parking slot is Lagrange Point 2, where the
telescope will have its back to the Sun.
Sunshield
Telescope is designed to look away from the Sun. In order to
operate efficiently, the dark side of the telescope needs to operate
at minus 233°C. If the heat from the Sun is not blocked, the temperature would be 83°C, close to boiling temperature. To block
this heat, JWST has been innovatively designed with a massive
shield on it’s back, like a tortoise, of the size (21 m by 14 m), comparable to a tennis court, opening and deploying with precision.
Sunshield is made of material called Kapton, a type of high
performance sturdy plastic, chosen to fabricate five thin layers
of varying thickness. The layer closest to the sun is the thickest,
just 0.05mm, while the remaining layers are just 0.025mm thick.
Each layer has a 100 nanometer aluminum coating, for its reflective property, thereby preventing heat transfer through radiation.
Further, all layers are fabricated to have precisely calibrated
vacuum spaces between each layer, thereby reducing heat
transfer through conduction or convection. Also, each of the
layers are angled relative to each other to ensure the reflected
radiation between each layer is funneled outwards to space.
Layer 1 and 2 are also coated with a special high emissivity
silicon coating of 50 nanometers, helping it emits a lot of the
energy it absorbs out as thermal radiation.
Next biggest challenge has been to precisely and accurately
design a complicated yet reliable system for correctly unfolding
in space. It had to be folded and stowed in the fairing of Ari-
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ane rocket before launch to ensure that it unfolds correctly at a
scheduled time, on the way to its destination.
JWST is a highly accurate electromechanical system, with
origami at play in its best form. There are over 300 single points
of failure in this unfolding sequence, with 107 pins to be released
in sequence, orchestrated with the system of pulleys, motors,
cables, bearings and springs to begin unfurling the sunshield into
its precise complete shape. This process will take three days, and
once complete the optical components will unfold and lock into
place. For strengthening, to prevent a tear from even micrometeorites, a rip stop seams have been molded into the sunshield,
which will arrest tears and keep them confined to a single portion of the shield without compromising structural integrity.
The Cooling System
This passive cooling system, as described above helps in ensuring the dark side of the telescope is shielded from the Sun’s
heat and keeps it’s heat-sensitive detecting IR-instruments at 40
Kelvin, i.e. about -233° C. But parts of the telescope, specifically
the mid-IR detection instrument, needs to be at 7 Kelvin, just 7°
off the absolute minimum, and for this they need active cooling. It is achieved through an innovatively designed cryocooler,
developed at the cost of 150 million dollars.
Eliminating Vibrations
Vibration can cause massive blurs in the images, that means
eliminating moving parts wherever possible, if unavoidable,
design has deployed parts through precise machining and
movement to balance weights as they move.
The Mirror Design
JWST is primarily an IR instrument, its coverage extends down to
600 nm wavelength light. Its mirror has a collecting area of about
25 m2, 5.5 times larger than Hubble’s 4.5 m2 circular glass mirror, yet it is 62 per cent lighter than Hubble’s massive solid glass
mirror. JWST mirror is made of 18 hexagonal segments of Beryllium, 6.5 metres in diameter, thinly coated with 0.1 micron layer
of gold, amounting to a meager 48.2 gms of gold.
Hubble was designed to be serviced throughout its lifetime,
having modular equipment bays for older equipment to be
removed and replaced. But JWST is beyond the range of any
space vehicles capable of carrying humans to service or repair it.
Thus, JWST is designed to adjust it’s focus by itself. The rear side
of the 18 beryllium mirrors are equipped with electromechanical mechanism that can adjust their curvature to adjust the focal
point of the mirrors, and all of it being orchestrated from the
ground control stations. Once fully deployed the telescope will
begin it’s calibration phase, with each mirror adjusting itself until
each of the 18 segments have aligned correctly with the secondary mirror. This too has six motors to adjust its position through
motors and control systems in steps according to wavelengths of
light, by increments 1/10000th the size of a human hair.
The engineers of the James Webb telescope performed this
calibration test on earth in a massive vacuum chamber, cooled
to the same temperature that the telescope will operate at.
Position Maintenance
The telescope also has thrusters for larger position maintenance. 191 litre of hydrazine and 95.5 litres of oxidizer di-nitrogen tetroxide stored inside the spacecraft bus to feed 20 different rocket thrusters scattered around the telescope. Of these 16
engines will be fed with hydrazine, a mono-propellant reaction
where the hydrazine is passed over a catalyst, causing a highly
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Quick Facts
Primary Mirror Size

21.3 feet (6.5 meters) across

Mirror Shape

The mirror is comprised of 18 gold-plated
hexagonal deployable segments

Sunshield

Webb’s five-layer deployable sunshield is
the size of a tennis court

Instruments

Webb has four science instruments: NearInfrared Camera (NIRCam), Near-Infrared
Spectrograph (NIRSpec), Mid-Infrared
Instrument (MIRI), and Near-Infrared
Imager and Slitless Spectrograph (NIRISS)
with the Fine Guidance Sensor (FGS)

Wavelengths

Visible, Near Infrared, Mid Infrared (0.628.5 micrometers)

Travel Distance

1 million miles (1.5 million kms) from Earth

Location in Space

Orbiting the Sun around the second
Lagrange point (L2)

exothermic reaction; and the remaining four motors are for
orbital and positional control, needing more power, will be fed
with hydrazine and dinitrogen tetroxide, to react hypergolically,
meaning they ignite on contact with each other.
JWST Present Status
The JWST has had a perfect launch, flawless separation,
deployment of solar panels and deployment of Tower Assembly for the sunshield. Webb is currently at its observing spot,
Lagrange point 2 (L2), nearly 1 million miles (1.6 million km).
By the beginning of March 2022, the James Webb Space Telescope team had completed the third of seven planned steps to
align the 18 segments of Webb’s big mirror and had started
working on the fourth stage of the long process to align the mirrors. After alignment and calibration, the world would be able
to receive first few images by end June 2022.
Samir Dhurde, Scientific Officer at the Inter-University Centre for Astronomy and Astrophysics (IUAAC), Pune said, “Like all
astrophysicists and astronomers, we eagerly look forward to the
images that would start appearing soon. The cosmic information
is expected to be novel and exciting right from the start. It will help
with broad investigations across the various fields of astronomy
and cosmology. Indian scientists would also utilise the JWST, as
was done in case with HST, on as required basis.”
He further brought out, “Equally interesting would be the
study of solar observations. The UV light from the Sun is required
to be studied in detail and the next Indian space astronomy mission, Aditya L-1, is planned for the purpose. It will be equipped
with indigenously developed instruments and will be positioned
at the first Lagrangian Point, about 1.5 million kilometers from
the Earth, to provide continuous observation of Sun. The data
would help us better understand Solar and space weather processes and maybe even solve unique problems of solar physics.”
Satellite Aditya L-1 is planned to be inserted in an orbit
around the Lagrangian Point 1, which is 15,00,000 kms from
the Earth. The satellite will carry six payloads and provide
observations of Sun’s Corona.
In a new year message, Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) Chairman K. Sivan has brought out that ISRO will
execute many missions this year and amongst them, Aditya L-1
is also planned to be launched. SP

www.sps-aviation.com
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ISRO’s PSLV-C52 lift-off from Satish Dhawan Space Centre, Sriharikota on February 14, 2022

ISRO Lights up
the Sky
Lifting off the first of its 19 missions planned for this year, ISRO successfully placed three
satellites into orbit

Photographs: ISRO

By Ayushee Chaudhary
During the wee hours of February 14, 2022, India’s space
agency launched its maiden mission of this year. The space
agency, Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO)’s Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV) lifted off at 0559 hours IST from the
first launch pad at SHAR. The PSLV-C52 injected Earth Observation Satellite EOS-04, into an intended sun synchronous polar
orbit of 529 km altitude at 6:17 hours IST from Satish Dhawan
Space Centre (SDSC), SHAR, Sriharikota, ISRO informed.

www.sps-aviation.com

After the successful completion of each of the four stages
and the separation of the three satellites, ISRO’s mission control room was filled with the cheering sound of the applause.
This was the 80th launch vehicle mission from SDSC SHAR,
Sriharikota; 54th flight of PSLV; and the 23rd flight of PSLV in
XL configuration (6 strap-on motors). This was also the first of
the 19 missions including eight launch vehicle missions, seven
spacecraft missions and four technology demonstrator missions

ISSUE 2 • 2022
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PSLV-C52 flight sequence

EOS-04

Satellite Separation
Cut-off of PS4
Ignition of PS4
Separation of HPS3
Ignition of HPS3
Separation of PS2
Separation of Heatshield
Ignition of PS2
Separation of PS1
Separation of 2 air-lit PSOMs

INspireSat-1

INs-2TD

Separation of 4 ground-lit PSOMs
Ignition of 2 air-lit PSOMs
Ignition of PS1
Ignition of 4 ground-lit PSOMs

Payload Accommodation in PSLV-C52
Source: ISRO

Sat-1 and INS-2TD. The co-passenger satellites also successfully
separated from the PSLV in a predetermined sequence.
After separation, the two solar arrays of EOS-04 deployed
automatically and ISRO Telemetry Tracking and Command Network (ISTRAC) at Bengaluru assumed the control of the satellite. In the coming days the satellite will be brought to its final
operational configuration following which it will begin providing the data.
INSPIRESat-1 is a student satellite developed by Indian
Institute of Space Science & Technology (IIST) in association
with Laboratory of Atmospheric & Space
Physics at University of Colorado, Boulder, USA. Other contributors are NTU,
Singapore and NCU, Taiwan. Two scientific payloads improve the understanding
INS-2TD is a
of ionosphere dynamics and sun’s corotechnology
nal heating processes.
INS-2TD is a technology demonstrator
demonstrator
satellite from ISRO, which is a precursor
satellite from
to India-Bhutan Joint Satellite (INS-2B).
ISRO, which is
Having a thermal imaging camera at its
payload, the satellite benefits the assessa precursor to
ment of land surface temperature; water
India-Bhutan Joint
surface temperature of wetlands/lakes;
delineation of vegetation (crops and forSatellite (INS-2B)
est); and thermal inertia (day/night).

planned by ISRO for 2022. This was also the first mission under
ISRO’s new Chairman, S. Somanath.
“The primary satellite EOS-4 has been put in a very precise
orbit by the PSLV C52, and along with that the co-passenger satellites INS-2TD and INSPIRESat-2D have been placed in the right
orbit. Congratulations to everybody who worked for this mission.
This spacecraft is going to be one of the biggest assets for us to
serve the country and ISRO will be back with the next launch of
PSLV very soon,” Somanath said after the launch.
THE SATELLITE TRIO
Having a mission life of 10 years, the
main satellite of the mission was the
EOS-04 that was realised at U.R. Rao
Satellite Centre, Bengaluru. Weighing
about 1,710 kg and generating 2280 W
power, it is a Radar Imaging Satellite
designed to provide high quality images
under all weather conditions for applications such as agriculture, forestry &
plantations, soil moisture & hydrology
and flood mapping. EOS-04 was placed
into an intended sun synchronous polar
orbit on Monday morning, Indian time.
Apart from the EOS-04, the vehicle
also placed two small satellites, INSPIRE-
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DEMONSTRATOR SATELLITE
(INS-2TD)

SALIENT FEATURES
Satellite

Mass(kg)

Power(W)

Mission Life

EOS-04

1710

2280

10 years

INS-2TD

17.5

42

6 months

INSPIRESat-1

8.1

30

1 year

with liquid stages. After its first successful launch in October
1994, PSLV has been called the reliable and versatile workhorse launch vehicle of India with 39 consecutively successful missions by June 2017. Besides, the vehicle successfully
launched two spacecraft – Chandrayaan-1 in 2008 and Mars
Orbiter Spacecraft in 2013 – that later traveled to Moon and
Mars respectively.
Last year, during the same month, the PSLV had lifted-off for
another important launch. The PSLV-C51 successfully launched
STUDENT SATELLITE (INSPIRESAT-1) FROM INDIAN INSTITUTE OF
Amazonia-1 and 18 co-passenger satellites from Sriharikota on
SPACE SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY (IIST)
February 28, 2021.
Amazonia-1 was the optical earth observation satellite of
National Institute for Space Research (INPE), Brazil. This satellite is also providing remote sensing data for monitoring deforestation in the Amazon region and analysis of diversified agriculture across the Brazilian territory.
PSLV-C51/Amazonia-1 was the first dedicated commercial
mission of NewSpace India Limited (NSIL), a Government of India
company under Department of Space. The 18 co-passenger satellites onboard PSLV-C51 included four from IN-SPACe and fourteen from NSIL. Out of four satellites from IN-SPACe, three were
UNITYsats designed and built as a joint development by Jeppiaar
Institute of Technology, Sriperumbudur (JITsat), G.H.Raisoni College of Engineering, Nagpur (GHRCEsat) and Sri Shakti Institute
of Engineering and Technology, Coimbatore (Sri Shakthi Sat) and
one was Satish Dhawan Sat (SDSAT) from Space Kidz India (SKI).
The fourteen satellites from NSIL carried
were the commercial satellites from India
“After a smooth countdown of 25
(1) and USA (13).
hours 30 minutes the PSLV-C52 launch
PSLV had also successfully launched
vehicle lifted off at 0559 hrs (IST) in
INSPIRESat-1 is a
EOS–01 in 2020 along with nine custhe opening of the launch window. The
tomer satellite from Sriharikota. The
important flight events, namely, stage
student satellite
nine customer satellites from Lithuania
& strap-on ignitions, heat shield sepadeveloped by
(1), Luxembourg (4) and USA (4) were
ration, stages & strap-on separation,
launched under a commercial arrangesatellite injection took place exactly as
Indian Institute of
ment with NSIL.
planned,” stated ISRO. The agency also
Space Science &
ISRO’s previous launch in this series,
added that after a flight of about 17 minTechnology (IIST)
EOS-03 launched on a Geosynchronous
utes 34 seconds three satellites were
Satellite Launch Vehicle (GSLV) rocket,
injected successfully into a sun-synchroin association
suffered a tragic failure during liftoff in
nous polar orbit of 529 km. The orbit
with Laboratory
August 2021. ISRO later said the cause
achieved for the satellites is very close to
was “a failure to ignite the cryogenic
the intended orbits.”
of Atmospheric
stage of the launch vehicle.” However,
With participation from Bhutan, Sin& Space Physics
the current launch after that mission
gapore, Taiwan, USA, this was indeed
at University of
progressed without any hitch or glitch.
an example of a collaborative effort.
With the moon mission ChandrayISRO had signed many MoU’s and held
Colorado, Boulder,
aan-3; human spaceflight mission, Gagimportant talks towards such collaboraUSA. Other
anyaan’s uncrewed flight; sun mission
tions. Even the government, through its
Aditya-L1; satellite launches including
reforms, had urged to have global parcontributors are
EOS-06; and several other science misticipation especially across universities.
NTU, Singapore
sions in the pipeline, this year holds
The PSLV is the third generation
and NCU, Taiwan.
promises of being an exciting one for the
launch vehicle of India. It is the first
Indian space industry. SP
Indian launch vehicle to be equipped
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Air Chief Marshal V.R. Chaudhari,
Chief of the Air Staff,
Indian Air Force
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“IAF Views Cyber Operations as
an Integral Part of all Military
Operations. We are Continuously
Working to Upgrade these
Capabilities at all times.”
In an exclusive interview to Jayant Baranwal, Editor-in-Chief, SP’s Aviation, Air Chief
Marshal V.R. Chaudhari, Chief of the Air Staff, gave some very elaborate and candid insights
on the plans and preparedness of the Indian Air Force
SP’s Aviation (SP’s): The Air Force needs to be ready for all SP’s: Focus on Soft Power –
eventualities at all times. As the leader of the force, how do you ○ Artificial intelligence (AI)
(i)	There is a lot of development on the AI (artificial intelligence)
ensure absolute readiness–
front in aerial warfare like UCAVs, drone swarms, manned/
○ In terms of men
unmanned fighters, etc.
○ Material
Chief of the Air Staff (CAS): The IAF is a technology intensive (ii) What role do you foresee AI playing in meeting the future
objectives of IAF?
potent force. Over the years we have embraced rapid technological changes around the globe and have been procuring new age CAS: The IAF has seized the initiative to harness strength of AI to
war fighting machines. We in the IAF strongly believe that no enhance our op capability. This powerful tool is being integrated
matter how large and superior the weapon inventory maybe, the with the ongoing automation processes across various verticals
men and women operating them will decide the outcome of any in the IAF. We are in the process of utilising AI tools and prewar. Therefore, training of men and women in IAF is an impor- dictive analysis features in creating combat warfare applications,
tant aspect. We have in place rigorous training schedules for Op wherein data from various sources will be fused to provide overoriented tasks and roles for each and every individual. IAF train- all visibility in time and space and aid decision making ability to
ing philosophy has evolved over the years and primarily focuses commanders. We are also in the process of employing AI applicaon skilling Air Warriors in their respective domain so that they tions in the field of asset management and resource utilisation.
IAF is focusing on use of AI in enhancing situational awarecan effectively undertake the envisaged tasks with high degree
of professionalism. The training curriculum is also restricted to ness through multi-platform - multi-sensor fusion in a Network
Centric Operation environment. Towards this, AI modules are
reflect the requirements of new technologies being inducted.
IAF is on the path of transformation. We are in the process of being integrated in the upgrade projects of Command and
enhancing our assets with modern aircraft, weapons and ground Control system. AI tools have already been integrated on the
ELINT applications for generating accusystems. We also need to maintain and
rate Electronic Order of Battle and are
exploit the existing inventory of systems.
being fused with image interpretation
IAF’s focus is on procurement of assets
and analysis tools to enhance targeting
that are interoperable in nature. In addi“IAF is on the path
data. We are in the process of fusing AI
tion, to enhance and ensure our operaonto the existing maintenance and logistional capability, we have integrated all
of transformation.
tics management tools.
our assets digitally and have modified
We are in the
our logistic procedures and maintenance
process of
○
Electronic Warfare (EW)
practices through various automation
(i)	
How equipped and capable our Air
tools. We have been able to achieve high
enhancing our
Force is, on the front of EW (ElecBattlefield transparency through effective
assets with modern
tronic Warfare)?
material management procedures and
(ii)	How does it compare with our counControl & reporting mechanism operataircraft, weapons
try’s unpredictable neighbours?
ing over a robust and secure network. All
and ground
CAS: Policy. Electronic Warfare (EW) opour efforts provide us with a quick and
erations play a decisive role in ensuring
systems.”
effective response capability to undervictory in modern day combat. The domitake multi-domain operations.
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ment onboard the fighters in addition to a large number of Ground
based EW Regiments.
The IAF over the years has gained
considerable experience in generating effective active ECM techniques,
as the IAF has Fighters, Radars and
SAM systems of diverse origins in its
inventory. Most of the weapon systems with China are of similar design
and we have been able to refine our
EW techniques based on our knowledge of their systems. Since we participate in bilateral exercises with
many Air Forces of the world, we
therefore consider ourselves to be
experienced in operating in a real
EW environment.
EW Capabilities of PAF. PAF has
acquired advanced EW capabilities
and AWACS aircraft to conduct EW
and to support the command and
control of air battle. In 1987, PAF
equipped most aircraft with an electronic warfare suite to support PAF
fighter aircraft. IAF was dependent
on jammers for protection which
were usually heavy and reduced the
Air Chief Marshal V.R. Chaudhari reviewing the parade during Air Force Day Parade, at Air
range and weapon capacity of an airForce Station Hindan on October 8, 2021
craft. However, with the induction of
Su-30 MKI and Rafale aircraft and
nance over the Electro-Magnetic (EM) spectrum would play a upgrade of M2000 and MiG-29, there has been a paradigm shift
key role in deciding the outcome of war. EW starts much before in the operational scenario and today IAF has adequate potenthe actual conflict. It is an invisible yet potent force enabler. Rec- tial to counter EW capabilities of PAF.
Against PAF AWACS capability, India already possesses
ognising this, IAF has continuously strengthened its EW disposition through upgradations, procurements, training and optimum AWACS and now has the newly inducted NETRA aircraft built
exploitation of the EW assets. Over the last decade, IAF’s policy by DRDO which is very potent and a proven platform. In order
has been to upgrade its inventory with Integrated EW solutions. to maintain an edge over adversaries, we have been continuUpgrade of Mirage fleet and new inductions like Rafale, Chinook, ously working to improve our EW capability, mainly with indiApache, Akash Missile System and MRSAM are testimony to this. genisation process under the Government of India’s initiative
Training. “You should train the way you would fight”. Since “Atmanirbhar Bharat” initiative.
then, the focus of IAF has been to enhance and maintain operational preparedness in EW operations. Training courses at vari- ○ Cyber Warfare
ous levels are being conducted to enhance skill levels across all (i) Does the IAF have a roadmap to imbibe and build Cyber warfare capabilities?
the platforms.
(ii) Are you looking at working more
Utilisation. EW is a niche field and it
closely with Research institutes and the
takes considerable time to develop experPrivate sector for the development and
tise. Various procedures are in place to
“IAF training
training on such new technologies?
facilitate skill development and retention
philosophy has
(iii) What is the latest on a Cyber Comof trained personnel for gainful utilisamand for the Armed Forces?
tion in the EW domain. EW cells have
evolved over the
CAS: IAF has always been inclined tobeen created at each combat unit in the
years and primarily
wards accepting modern digital technolfield to comprehend and make use of EW
ogies. The more we adapt to digital enviaspects.
focuses on skilling
ronment, the more important it becomes
EW Capabilities of PLAAF. South
Air Warriors in
for us to plan for cyber security. We have
Asia is witnessing quite a lot of EW activtheir respective
a well defined architecture which helps
ity. Both India and China have Integrated
in building up cyber warfare capabiliAir Defence Systems with various types
domain so that
ties as we keep progressing into an inteof Radars, sensors, SAMs and AWACS.
they can effectively
grated network centric enabled fighting
China is known to have dedicated EW
force. IAF views cyber operations as an
aircraft and Anti-Radiation Missiles
undertake the
integral part of all military operations as
which are integrated with their fighter
envisaged tasks”
well as in all our daily routine activities.
aircraft. They have potent ECM equip-
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We are continuously working to upgrade these capabilities at all times.
Yes, IAF does believe in working closely with various government,
public and private research agencies,
institutes, industry and academia to
enhance our cyber capabilities. At
present, IAF is engaged with various
agencies and technical institutes such
as DRDO, IITs and National Forensic
Science University (NFSU) to develop
and build niche technologies in the
field of AI and cyber security.
GoI has established Defence
Cyber Agency (DCyA) which is fully
operational since 2019. All the three
services have their respective cyber
groups which are also fully functional.
The Service cyber groups frequently
interact with DCyA and many other
Government agencies to share information as well as best practices.
○ Network-Centricity
(i) How do you perceive this requirement of being able to fight a Network Centric Warfare?
(ii) Are we there yet in terms of being
Air Chief Marshal V.R. Chaudhari meeting air force officers during his visit to Air Force
able to fight a truly Network CenStation, Leh in ladakh.
tric Warfare?
CAS: Air Power has the unique ability to operate in all four domains, space being the new frontier. CAS: ‘Mission Shakti’ demonstrated India’s ASAT capability in
This responsiveness of Air Power is a direct factor of informa- March 2019. It was a capability demonstration of Kinetic kill
tion availability whilst maintaining its integrity and confidential- weapon, which physically destroys the space asset of adversary.
ity. Air Power is data intensive with multiple sensors feeding as However, the kinetic ASAT weapons create lot of space debris,
well as extracting information from the network. The sensors which could be detrimental to our own satellites and other human
vary from Radars (Airborne and Ground Based), Guided Weap- inhabited space stations. Therefore, the emphasis is on soft-kill.
ASAT capabilities such as LASER dazzling High Energy
ons (Air launched and Surface Launched), Data-link (Air-Air and
Air-Ground), Communication (voice and Data), Satellite based LASERs, Directed Energy Weapons (DEW), Jamming/Spoofing
data and similar data from other services. The ability to assimi- Capability and Cyber attacks.
In addition to having ASAT capability, it is very important
late the entire data, derive meaningful information for individual
combat asset and disseminate that information defines the Net- to have the ability to identify a discriminate ASAT attack. Space
Situational Awareness (SSA) is a fundamental element of space
work Centric capability.
IAF has a strong and robust Op network in the form of Air security for conducting counter space operations and at the
Force Network (AFNET). In today’s age of cyber dominance, same time safeguarding our space resources. Therefore, the
emphasis is also to improve indigenous
availability of this stand-alone network
capability to observe, track, and identify
coupled with automation enables IAF to
non-cooperative objects in space.
maintain real time information on OperaAlthough, India has steadily protional and Maintenance aspects which will
“IAF is focusing
gressed in the civilian space programme,
prove to be critical in the future conflicts.
on use of AI
its military counterpart has seen slugAI based software developed in house by
gish growth. The concept of Tri-Services
the IAF is already being utilized that has
in enhancing
Space Command has been on the drawenhanced our Op Capability. Indian Air
situational
ing board for some time now. A start
Force will continue to keep pace with the
was made by creating the Defence Space
present day and future requirements.
awareness through
Agency (DSA), which is moving forward
multiplatform to develop capabilities for exploitation
SP’s: China is actively pushing developmulti-sensor fusion
and protection of space based assets.
ments on the Space front.
Creation of DSA is the initial step towards
○ Is our Air Force happy with the curin a Network
formulation of a dedicated Space strucrent A-SAT capabilities or actively
Centric Operation
tural set up for Defence Forces. It is
pursuing more?
envisaged that eventual expansion of
○ What is the status with the formation
environment”
DSA into a Space Command would lend
of the Space Command?
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Indian Air Force is the fourth largest air force in the world. Its repertoire of assets include some of the most modern
aircraft like the rafale (seen on the right) along with indigenously developed platforms like the lca tejas (seen on the left).
Besides strengthening national security and peace, IAF renders yeoman service during humanitarian assistance
and disaster relief operations in the country

Photographs: IAF_MCC/Twitter

the desired mission-mode approach to expedite realisation of
all futuristic space defence requirements.
SP’s: Pilots’ Training: With a gradual shift towards more modern
and sophisticated platforms like Rafale, MRFA, AMCA and others.
○	What changes are being brought in the training of the pilots
to ably handle these platforms?
○ The changing spectrum of aerial warfare.
CAS: The Training pattern of IAF has evolved to three stages,
which has enabled acquisition of requisite skills by pilots before they reach operational squadrons. Additionally, pilots of all
streams of IAF now have approximately 100 hrs of fixed wing
flying prior to trifurcation into Fighters, Transport and Helicopter streams, which aids in optimal allocation of streams to each
pilot. Induction of modern trainers like Pilatus & Hawk has also
helped. There is also a greater emphasis on use of simulators
since modern aircraft are systems intensive.
Seamless integration of synthetic training by use of simulators has enabled the IAF to impart realistic training to pilots,
exposing them to conditions that are not possible to be simulated during actual flying. This facet of training enhances the
quality of training while enabling trainee pilots to thoroughly
imbibe the capabilities provided by advancement in technology.
This helps them in exploiting similar systems later in their progression onto modern aircraft.
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SP’s: Support to Industry –
○ How involved is the IAF with DRDO/ADA and HAL in the
development and manufacturing of aerial platforms?
○	Also, how closely does IAF work with India’s private sector in
concretising the upcoming solutions for their requirements?
CAS: With the aim of reaching out to Indian Aerospace and Defence Industry and MSMEs for sharing requirements of indigenisation of the IAF has initiated multiple steps like(i) Outreach Programmes. The Directorate of Indigenisation of IAF has been actively participating in various seminars/
webinars and has participated in Industry Interactive Webinars
hosted by PhD Chambers of Commerce Industry (CCI), Associated Chambers of Commerce and Industry of India (ASSOCHAM), Society of Indian defence Manufacturer’s (SIDM), Tamil
Nadu Industrial Development Corporation Limited (TIDCO). The
concerns of the MSMEs are discussed along with the probable
way ahead during the course of the webinars. Annual Indigenisation Seminar INDISEM is conducted by Directorate of Indigenisation in association with SIDM. Additionally, each Base
Repair Depot (BRDs) of IAF is conducting symposiums at regular intervals for benefit of Indian defence industries.
(ii) MoUs with Labs/Institutes. IAF has signed MoUs with
National Aerospace Ltd (NAL) and National Metallurgical Lab
(NML), Jamshedpur for cooperation and promotion of research
and development in areas of mutual interest. Further, six MoUs
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Air Chief Marshal V.R. Chaudhari holding bilateral discussions with various leaders and air chiefs:
(clockwise from Top left) calling on Republic of Korea’s National Defence Minister, Suh Wook; with Dr Mohammed Nasser Ali Al Zaabi,
Secretary General of the Ministry of Defence, Oman; meeting Brigadier General D. Xavier Julián Issac, Chief of Staff, Argentinian Air Force;
in talks with Lt General Wiseman Simo Mbambo, Chief of the Air Force, South African Air Force (SAAF).

have been signed during the Bandhan event held on the sidelines of Aero India 2021 with Society of Indian Aerospace Technologies and Industries (SIATI), MAKER’s Village, CODISSIA &
Atal Innovation Centre, Uttar Pradesh Expressways Industrial
Development Authority (UPEIDA), Tamil Nadu Industrial Development Corporation Limited (TIDCO), and Society of Indian
Defence Manufacturers (SIDM).
(iii) Web Portal in Indian Air Force Webpage. IAF has modified its official web page to share information pertaining to indigenisation in IAF such as contact details, RFP/RFI data, CEMILAC
and DGAQA procedures etc which is being updated regularly.
(iv) Srijan Defence Web portal. In support of the newly
created website launched by the MoD viz., www.srijandefence.
gov.in, IAF has uploaded a list of spares that are under import
range and also under manufacture.
(v) Aero India 2021. An indigenisation stall was set-up by
IAF during Aero India 2021. The stall showcased the entire indigenisation requirements of IAF which was visited by approximately 300 vendors.
(vi) Vendor Interaction. Firms showing interest for indigenisation of spares are regularly being invited to the Directorate of Indigenisation. During the interaction, the vendors are
briefed on the role of the Directorate and the indigenisation
requirements, procedures and role of certification and qualification agencies. The vendors are also briefed on the various
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Government initiatives such as Make-I, Make-II, iDEX, Technology Development Fund scheme and Srijan defence portal. Drive
for vendor registration and participation has resulted in registration of approximately 1,000 vendors who are supporting IAF
in its indigenisation programme.
(vii) Indigenisation of Spares. Indigenisation of spares and
development of in-house technology for Maintenance, Repair
and Overhaul of aggregates are key areas wherein ample opportunities are being fielded for the Indian industry and MSMEs.
Indigenisation of complex spares, import substitution, High
Failure Rate Aggregates (HFRA’s), aircraft Tyres, Tubes and Batteries is being undertaken in a big way.
(viii) IAF is fully supporting Aeronautical Development
Agency (ADA) in the design and development of AMCA. The
focus is to incorporate contemporary sixth-generation capabilities in terms of technologies and sensors in our fifth generation
platform. This would involve a huge involvement by DRDO and
the industry in terms of advanced R&D in airframe, systems,
structures, weapons and incorporation of AI.
(ix) The order for 83 Light Combat Aircraft (LCA) has been
awarded to Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL). Aircraft deliveries are likely to start in early 2024. We are committed to provide necessary support to HAL in realisation of LCA programme.
(x) IAF has prepared a roadmap for induction of RPAs to
meet both the short term and long term operational require-
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virtual teleconference between the CAS and Air Chiefs of various Air Forces of the Indo-Pacific region

case will be progressed as per Defence Acquisition Procedure – 2020.
IAF is moving a case for procuring six FRA for meeting its
operational requirements for which the Qualitative Requirements are being finalised. In the interim, to meet our current
training requirements, a case is under progress to lease one
FRA. RFI for wet lease was issued in March 2021 for which
six vendors responded. Evaluation of same has been completed
and the draft LoR is under process.
The IAF presently does not have its full complement of 42
authorised fighter squadrons. Many MiG-21 and MiG-27 Sqns
SP’s: Key Programmes.
○ Multi-Role Fighter Aircraft: What is the current status of the were closed down as these aircraft completed their service life
MRFA programme and what kind of timeline is being looked in the last decade. Some additional MiG-21, MiG-29 and Jaguar Sqns are slated for closure in the coming years. However,
at to conclude this requirement?
○	Flight Refueller Aircraft: How is the FRA programme coming replacements have not come as required.
The process for replacement had begun early in the last
along:
decade. Induction of Rafale will be com(i) When is this going to be concluded?
pleted this calendar year (2022). Deliv(ii) What is the total number of FRA
eries of LCA-Mk1A, which has been
being looked at?
recently contracted, will start in 2024.
○ As you did state that even in 15 years
“IAF has always
Replacements for deficient Su-30 MKI
from now, it will be 35 fighter squadand MiG-29 are being processed. Upgrarons and that too will be with the best
been inclined
dation of existing Su-30, MiG-29, Mirage
possible scenario, against the authotowards accepting
2000 and Jaguar are being done with
rised number which is 42 and which
modern digital
modern avionics and newer weapons.
appears to be little too far.
However, these will only partially off(i) Are you satisfied with this? Is this
technologies.
set the deficiency. IAF is processing the
scenario acceptable?
The more we
case for 114 MRFA to meet our opera(ii) What are your plans in this context?
tional requirements. Even after its induc(iii) Would you like to share any wish-list
adapt to digital
tion, we will be able to reach only about
on this front
environment, the
35 Sqns in the next 5-10 years.
CAS: IAF plans to induct six squadrons
more important
IAF hopes for early induction of the
of MRFA in a phased manner. IAF is
much needed MRFA. We also expect
studying the responses to the RFI isit
becomes
for
us
timely development and eventual inducsued in April 2018 and the Air Staff
to plan for cyber
tion of 6-7 Sqns of the indigenous fifth
Qualitative Requirements for the curgeneration Advanced Medium Combat
rent proposal are being finalised prior
security.”
Aircraft (AMCA). SP
to seeking Government approval. The
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ments. Efforts are also being made to indigenously design
and develop RPAs to meet the stated requirement and work
for development of armed Drone technology by DRDO utilising the experience of TAPAS BH-201 is under progress. Project for design and development of MALE RPA by ADE, DRDO
has been approved by CCS. DRDO is progressing the project
as Technology Demonstrator focusing on futuristic and technologically advanced RPAs. The system is being made for all the
three services.
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Hensoldt

HENSOLDT’S CORE COMPETENCE IS TO
RECOGNISE AND DETECT THREATS
AND TO PROTECT END USERS

Detecting, identifying and prioritising objects of interest

HENSOLDT has been pursuing innovative ideas which
translate into technologies for the protection of forces across
the globe and into a successful business for over 125 years. The
company is present in Germany, France, South Africa and UK
and having several global footprints including India.
The Indian Armed Forces have been undergoing rapid technological transformation to meet the ever expanding need of
air superiority. HENSOLDT Group reaffirms its commitment to
support the Indian Armed Forces by offering a state-of-the-art
‘Make-in-India’ detect and protect sensors suite to improve ISR
as well as the safety and operational effectiveness of Indian
Helicopter platforms.
In 2022 for Airborne Solutions, we wish to highlight our
flagship products for Indian Helicopter platforms in particular Airborne Missile Protection Suite (AMPS), Maritime Patrol
Radar (PrecISR 1000), Electro Optical System (ARGOS), Datalink
(Lygarion), IFF Transponder (LTR400), ELINT (Kalaetron Integral), Data recorder (LCR), DVE Solutions and Mission Management System (Sensor agnostic) and to highlight our Integrated
Airborne Solutions.
Our MissionGrid system integrates these sensors into a
complete package to provide:
• Reduced integration and certification risk for Tier 1&2
customers
• Tailormade to customer’s needs
• HENSOLDT to take responsibility not just for one single element, but to cover the whole mission chain providing the
following customer benefits:
– Guaranteed equipment interoperability
– Reduction of complexity, time to market, risk and cost
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– One interface to the operator, improved ergonomics, harmonised HMI
– Reduction of operator workload
– Interoperability during Joint / Combined Operations
– Endurance of operational continuity 24/7
– Improved Situational Awareness in real-time
– Continuous ISTAR SRV/RECCE product delivery during all
mission phases
– Extensive communication performance (Intra/Extra up to
Joint/Combined, MUMT)
– Highly optimised presentation of information with GIS tool
and the use of HMD
– Simplified and easy-to-use system design
– Ensuring enhanced ISTAR capability (on-/off-board)
– Considerable increase of ISTAR products and its distribution in a netted (non-) hostile environment (COMINT,
ELINT, SIGINT, Radar images) Platform self-protection by
missile/IR sensors and counter action
Innovation is an essential part of our company DNA, for the
benefit of our customers!
HENSOLDT is a German defence industry champion with
a leading market position in Europe and global reach. Headquartered in Taufkirchen near Munich, the company develops
sensor solutions for defence and security applications. As a
technology leader, HENSOLDT is also continuously expanding
its portfolio. It develops new products to combat a wide range of
threats based on innovative approaches to data management,
robotics and cyber security. With more than 5,600 employees,
HENSOLDT achieved a turnover of 1.2 billion euros in 2020.
HENSOLDT is listed on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange. SP
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The Union Budget for Financial Year 2022-23, presented by Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman on February 1, 2022 has displayed
continued focus on ‘Atmanirbharta’ in manufacturing of weapon systems in India

The Defence Budget and
Atmanirbharta Focus
In order to realise the Prime Minister’s ‘Make in India’ initiative to achieve $5 trillion economy
by 2024, defence has been identified as one of the prominent sectors

Photograph: PIB

By Air Vice Marshal Sanjay Bhatnagar (Retd)
This year’s defence budget comes against the rather
uneasy geopolitical situation prevailing in India’s neighborhood
and globally. China’s People’s Liberation Army (PLA) stand-off at
the Line of Actual Control (LAC) in Eastern Ladakh continues for
the second year without resolution, despite series of high level
talks. Pakistan continues its terrorist backed activities that are
likely to get escalated in view of Taliban’s victory in Afghanistan. Also, tension in Ukraine region is brewing, nudging India
to take a stand either in favour of Russia or the United States.
These factors require higher level of preparedness of Indian
armed forces that need to be optimally equipped with modern
weapons, platforms and systems, in effect, demanding enhanced
financial resources. At the same time, requirement to nurture
the process of economic recovery post the pandemic, places a
competing demand on fiscal resources and presents a steep economic challenge. Well, for reasons such as these, Indian defence
budget has always been a fine exercise in the art of balancing.
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The Union Budget for Financial Year 2022-23, presented by
Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman on February 1, 2022 has
displayed continued focus on the modernisation of the Indian
armed forces and defence security infrastructure development,
including the border road infrastructure.
FACTS AND FIGURES
The Union Budget has a total outlay of `39.45 lakh crore for
FY 2022-23. Of this, 13.13 per cent amounting to `5.25 lakh
crore have been earmarked for Defence. This is 9.82 per cent
increment over the Budget Estimate (BE) of FY 2021-22 of `4.78
lakh crore. Out of this, Capital Budget earmarked is `1.52 lakh
crore, Revenue Budget is `2.33 lakh crore and Pensions stands
at `1.19 lakh crore.
Of the Capital Budget, `32,015 crore is earmarked for the
Indian Army, `47,591 crore for the Indian Navy and `55,587
crore for the Indian Air Force. 68 per cent of the capital pro-
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INDIA

curement budget for defence has been earmarked for domestic
industry to promote Aatmanirbhar Bharat and reduce dependence on imports. Defence Research and Development has been
opened for the industry, start-ups and academia. 25 per cent of
the Defence Research and Development budget has been earmarked for the purpose. An independent nodal umbrella body
will be set up for meeting wide ranging testing and certification
requirements. The Border Road Organisation’s (BRO’s) capital
budget has been increased by 40 per cent.
ATMANIRBHARTA FOCUS
In order to realise the Prime Minister’s ‘Make in India’ initiative
to achieve $5 trillion economy by 2024, defence has been identified as one of the prominent sectors. In the last few years, several
steps have been taken to create policy framework for domestic
defence industry to flourish.
Thus, some policy reforms have been taken up as enablers
in the last few years. These include, enhancement of foreign
direct investment (FDI) in Defence up to 74 per cent by automatic route and 100 per cent through government approval;
Corporatisation of Ordnance Factory Board (OFB) into seven
Defence Public Sector Units (DPSUs); indigenisation through
promulgation of Positive Indigenisation List of 209 items issued
in December 2020 and 2021; creation of defence Industrial Corridor in states of Uttar Pradesh (UP) and Tamil Nadu (TN); procurement policy reforms by incorporating views of the industry and other stakeholders to revise and to bring into force the
Defence Acquisition Policy (DAP) 2020, Defence Production and
Export Promotion Policy (DPEPP) 2020, and draft Defence Procurement Manual (DPM) 2021; encouraging innovation through
institution of Innovation for Defence Excellence (iDEX) awards
are some of the steps that are possibly bringing encouraging
results. These steps have acted as catalyst for India’s self-reliance ambition. The Defence Budget 2022-23 has underlined
India’s quest for self-reliance with a focus on domestic defence
industrialisation, R&D and creation of infrastructure.
LIKELY IMPACT
The Defence Budget accounts for 2.03 per cent of projected
gross domestic product (GDP) for 2022-23, which is the lowest
percentage wise in last few years.
In the capital budget, allocation for the Indian Army has
been reduced by `4,466 crore to `32,015 crore. The Indian
Navy has been allotted `47,591 crore, an enhancement of 44.5
per cent over the previous fiscal. This is in recognition of the
requirement to enhance maritime security and support acquisition of new platforms. The Indian Air Force (IAF) has been allotted `55,587 crore, 10 per cent enhancement over the previous
fiscal. However, this will be utilised towards committed liabilities of payments for procurement of Rafale aircraft, upgrade
of the fleets of Mirage 2000 and Jaguar aircraft, upgrade and
purchase of Su-30 MKIs and Light Combat Aircraft (LCA) Tejas
fighters from Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd (HAL). Similar would
be the state with the other two services.
Since last year, for the first time, a quota of 58 per cent was
fixed for undertaking defence capital expenditure for procurement from Indian industry. It has been increased to 68 per cent
for this year, amounting to `84,598 crore. This will go a long
way in reducing dependence on imports. However, there is a
requirement to carefully monitor its utilisation.
Private players in the Indian defence industry are likely to
benefit from these policy initiatives. It can lead Indian arms
industry from ‘Make in India’ to ‘Make for the World’, thereby
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making Indian defence industry to be a global defence equipment manufacturing hub. This will also benefit various SMEs
and MSMEs that are part of the domestic industrial system.
Defence manufacturing corridor in TN and UP will benefit. At
the same time, there is no doubt that assigning a quota of funds
for procurements through domestic industry is a good idea.
However, it has to be ensured that it does not affect the combat
capability of the Indian armed forces.
This year’s budget has brought in the clause of including the
private industry to take up the design and development of military
platforms and equipment in collaboration with DRDO and other
organisations through the special purpose vehicle (SPV) model.
Accordingly, 25 per cent of defence research and development
has been set aside. Alongside, DRDO’s capital budget has been
enhanced by five per cent to `11,981 crore. This would go a long
way in prototype development. Also, if the country is to emerge
as a major defence manufacturing hub, high level of research is
required in developing certain niche technologies in the fields such
as sensors and metallurgy.
In order to enhance connectivity in border areas, the Border
Road Organisation’s capital budget has been increased by from
`2,500 crore to `3,500 crore. This will expedite the creation of
infrastructure along the border including construction of tunnels and bridges. Also, purchase of the latest machinery will fast
track key projects in strategically important areas along the line
of actual control.
Due to the strictly binding requirement of redundancies, precision and effectiveness, testing and certification is a niche field
in defence manufacturing. Testing facilities are costly to procure
and maintain. Also, testing philosophy and processes evolve after
laborious efforts of various stakeholders. The same are difficult
for private industry to replicate. The government has now agreed
to the private industry’s long pending demand of creating an
independent nodal umbrella body for meeting wide-ranging testing and certification requirements of different systems.
In the year 2020-21, total defence exports have gone up to
`8,434 crore as compared to `1,940.64 crore in 2014-15. And
export order this year of the BrahMos supersonic cruise missiles to Philippines for $375 million, is likely to be the highest so
far. The LCA is another potential export item.
WAY AHEAD
A few days before the budget came the news of the unusually
slow pace of capital expenditure by the Indian armed forces.
This has been attributed to procurements from defence PSUs
which could not meet the timelines due to ongoing pandemic. In
this regard, the long pending demand of the Indian armed forces
for un-expended portion of defence budget to be allowed to be
carried over to the next financial year, needs careful consideration. In case this is not found feasible, then the 15th Finance
Commission’s recommendation regarding constitution of a dedicated non-lapsable Modernisation Fund for Defence and Internal Security (MFDIS) to bridge the gap between projected budgetary requirements and allocation, needs to be implemented.
The onus is now on the Indian defence industry to pick up
the gauntlet thrown by the government through various policy
changes and enabling environment. The Indian defence industry should accept the challenge to meet the timelines in terms of
required numbers, specifications and standards.
Finally, all the steps mentioned above will surely go a long
way in reducing the country’s dependence on imports and offering more products designed and developed in-house. The process however, has to be very carefully and strictly monitored. SP
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fact file

C-390 MILLENNIUM

evolving Multi-mission
Capabilities
Flying faster and delivering more cargo, both the C-390 Millennium
and the KC-390 variant are the right sized platform for major
deployment scenarios

Photograph: Embraer/Twitter

By Rohit Goel

The C-390 is a tactical transport jet aircraft designed
to set new standards in its category. A joint project between FAB
and Embraer, some of the aircraft’s strengths are mobility, robust
design, greater flexibility, proven state-of-the-art technology, and
easier maintenance. This multi-mission jet aircraft features a
rugged design that withstands operations from semi-prepared
and damaged runways, as well as harsh environments.
The C-390 Millennium fly faster and carry more cargo than
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other military freighters of the same size and are the ideal
platforms for the main usage scenarios. The aircraft requiresfewer on-demand inspections and maintenance, combined with
highly reliable systems and components, which reduces the
time on the ground and overall operating costs, contributing to
excellent availability levels and low life-cycle costs.
The C-390 is capable of transporting and launching cargo
and troops and performing a wide array of missions: medical
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C-390 MILLENNIUM

C-390 Millennium
Specifications
Performance
Maximum Payload (Concentrated)

26 metric ton | 57,320 lb

Maximum Payload (Distributed)

23 metric ton | 50,706 lb

Wing Usable Fuel Capacity

23.9 metric ton

Maximum Cruise Speed

470 KTAS/Mach 0.80

Altitude Ceiling

36,000 ft

Sea Level Cabin

18,000 ft

Range with 26 metric ton (57,320 lb)

1,080 nm

Range with 23 metric ton (50,700 lb)

1,470 nm

Ferry Range

3,370 nm

Ferry Range with internal tanks

4,570 nm

Takeoff Dist (CFL, SL, ISA, 500 nm,
payload 23 metric ton)

1,524 m | 5,000 ft

Takeoff Dist (CFL, SL, ISA, 500 nm,
payload 16 metric ton)

1,165 m | 3,820 ft

Vref with 25 klb of useful load

116 KCAS

Normal Landing Dist (SL, ISA,
26 metric ton)

1,000 m | 3,280 ft

Dimensions
Length

35.20 m | 115 ft 5 in

Height

11.84 m | 38 ft 10 in

Wing Span

35.05 m | 115 ft

Cargo Hold
Length (Floor + Ramp)

18.50 m | 60 ft 8 in

Height (Minimum)

2.95 m | 9 ft 8 in

Width

3.45 m | 11 ft 4 in

Volume

169 m3 | 5,970 ft3

Main Systems
IAE V2500-E5 engines with 31,330 lb of takeoff thrust
Rockwell Collins Pro Line Fusion Avionics System
The Embraer C-390 Millennium is the new generation multimission transport aircraft and has demonstrated its
capability of successful take-offs and landings on unpaved
runway, which is critical for air forces requirements

Gabbiano Tactical Radar T-20 from SELEX Galileo
Cobham 900E Series Wing Air Refueling Pod
Rafael Litening II electro-optical/infrared targeting pod
Source: https://defense.embraer.com/global/en/c-390

evacuation, search and rescue, humanitarian search and rescue,
humanitarian aerial refuelling (fighters and helicopters), aerial
fire-fighting and assistance. It has a modern cargo handling
system which can transport large-sized cargo: pallets, vehicles,
helicopters, troops, paratroopers, medevac stretcher, mixed configurations. The C-390’s piloting is facilitated by an integrated
avionic system and a fly-by-wire flight control, and it can be
equipped with a self-defence system and ballistic protection
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which increases its capacity to operate in hostile environments.
In April 2021, Embraer reached another important milestone in the development of the C-390 Millennium multi-mission military freighter program with the successful conclusion
of the aerial refuelling qualification between two C-390 Millennium, proving this new operational capacity of the aircraft. This
allows C-390 Millennium operators to expand their logistical
transport capacity and during search and rescue operations,
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C-390 MILLENNIUM

The versatility of the C-390 Millennium makes it highly capable of undertaking a range of missions across different terrains

which increases the autonomy and range of their missions.
This multi-mission aircraft can be quickly configured for
aerial refuelling as both a tanker and a receiver aircraft. Day
and night aerial refuelling is made possible with observer windows and night vision cameras. The C-390 can be equipped
with advanced refuelling pods that meet the high-performance
criteria of the aircraft, providing a lightweight and efficient
solution. Removable auxiliary fuel tanks can be installed in the
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cargo compartment to expand the aircraft fuel offload capacity
or range performance.
Flying faster and delivering more cargo, both the C-390 Millennium and the KC-390 variant are the right sized platform for
major deployment scenarios. Minimised interventions and on condition maintenance combined with highly reliable systems and
components support the reduced downtime and costs, contributing to outstanding availability levels and low life cycle costs. SP
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INDUSTRY

MAKE IN INDIA

The Union Minister for Defence Rajnath Singh addressing the gathering during the foundation stone laying ceremony of Defence
Technologies & Test Centre and BrahMos Manufacturing Centre of Defence Research & Development Organisation (DRDO)

Manufacturing Centre
of DRDO Established
The two units will generate revenue, provide employment opportunities to the youth & help in
achieving ‘Aatmanirbhar Bharat’: Defence Minister

Photograph: PIB

By Staff Correspondent
With the aim to foster innovation and accelerate
defence development, yet another significant addition has been
done in the nation. Defence Minister Rajnath Singh laid the
foundation stone for Defence Technology & Test Centre (DTTC)
and BRAHMOS Manufacturing Centre, established by Defence
Research & Development Organisation (DRDO) in Lucknow,
Uttar Pradesh on December 26, 2021. The foundation for the
two units was laid in the presence of Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath and Secretary Department of Defence R&D
and Chairman DRDO Dr G. Satheesh Reddy.
Singh exuded confidence that the two units will play a pivotal role in bolstering national security, defence production as
well as the economy of Uttar Pradesh. “The state-of-the-art
facilities will prove to be an important milestone in the defence
sector. The establishment of these units will generate revenue;
provide employment opportunities to the youth and help in
achieving ‘Aatmanirbhar Bharat’ envisioned by Prime Minister
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Narendra Modi. The message of Make in India, Make for India
and Make for World has been sent out globally,” he said.
A first of its kind, DTTC is being set up in over approximately
22 acres to accelerate the growth of the defence and aerospace
manufacturing clusters in Uttar Pradesh Defence Industrial Corridor (UP DIC). It will consist of the following six subcentres:
• Deep-Tech Innovation & Startup Incubation Centre
• Design & Simulation Centre
• Testing & Evaluation Centre
• Centre for Industry 4.0/Digital Manufacturing
• Skill Development Centre
• Business Development Centre
The Minister also added that the DTTC will provide the
technological base to develop defence products keeping in
mind the young innovators and startups in Amausi region of
Uttar Pradesh. “The Centre will make all endeavours to fulfil
the creative energy, capabilities and aspirations of the youth of
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INDUSTRY

MAKE IN INDIA

UP. It will help in bringing the MSMEs
of UP together and bring the state at
the forefront in the field of defence and
aerospace manufacturing. The Centre,
through skill development, will create
direct and indirect employment in the
field of defence and aerospace manufacturing,” said Singh.
On the other hand, the BRAHMOS
Manufacturing Centre, announced by
BrahMos Aerospace, is a modern, state-ofart facility in the Lucknow node of UP DIC.
It will cover over 200 acres and produce
the new BRAHMOS-NG (Next Generation)
variant, which carries forward the lineage of the BRAHMOS weapons system.
The new centre is expected to be ready
over the next two to three years and will
commence production at a rate of 80-100
BRAHMOS-NG missiles per year.
Defence minister Rajnath Singh visiting the exhibition of Defence Research and
Singh further reiterated that the purDevelopment Organisation (DRDO) with The Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh
pose of the BRAHMOS supersonic cruise
and the Chairman, DRDO
missile system is to act as a deterrent.
The system not only reflects the technical
cooperation between India and Russia, but also the long stand- and has made commendable progress in building its defence
ing cultural, political and diplomatic ties. He termed BRAHMOS industrial base, Singh stated further. He applauded scientists of
as the world’s best and fastest precision-guided weapon which DRDO for their crucial role in increasing India’s military stature by
has strengthened India’s credible deterrence in the 21st cen- strengthening the Armed Forces and achieving ‘Aatmanirbharta’
tury. BRAHMOS has empowered the Armed Forces and raised in the development and production of modern missile systems.
The BRAHMOS supersonic cruise missile system is one of
India’s military stature at the international level.
The state-of-the-art Centre is being set up to implement the the most successful missile programmes in the world. India
MoU exchanged between Uttar Pradesh Expressways Indus- has undertaken jointly in partnership with its closest strategic
trial Development Authority (UPEIDA) and DRDO during Def- ally Russia. As the world’s best and fastest precision-guided
Expo-2020 at Lucknow. The DTTC, Lucknow will follow the weapon, BRAHMOS has fortified India’s deterrence power in
design-build-test-learn cycle for technology consultancy & hand- 21st century. The official statement further underlined, designed
holding of the Deep-Tech Startups & industries. It will facilitate and developed by India-Russia JV entity BrahMos Aerospace,
industries through establishing a centralised the technology supersonic cruise missile BRAHMOS has continued to evolve
infrastructure which will accelerate the product development and as the most versatile weapon in its genre. To carry forward this
reduce the induction time & the turnaround time for the futuris- excellent lineage, BrahMos Aerospace has initiated work on a
tic systems development through its six subcentres. This unique new, more advanced variant of the missile - BRAHMOS-NG.
setup will act as a bridge for industries & startups to grasp the This new missile, having smaller, lighter and smarter dimenDRDO’s IPRs, Patents & ToTs. It will extend holistic handholding sions, would be designed for deployment on a wider number of
to Industries, Startups & Academia in UP DIC. It will promote modern military platforms, including land, sea, underwater and
the growth of industries & startups in UP DIC and Ease of Doing air. It promises hugely bolster Indian military’s modern combat
capability and flexibility in the next few years.
Business and contribute to building an Atmanirbhar Bharat.
The Minister expressed confidence that the foundation stone
On BRAHMOS-NG, Singh said, “the more advanced missile system, which has proven its firepower in land, water and laying of the two units heralds a new chapter in the defence of
air will greatly strengthen the modern combat capability of the nation as well as defence manufacturing and the economy
the Indian Army in the coming years.” He pointed out that the of the state of UP and the city of Lucknow.
UP Chief Minister Adityanath said,
establishment of UP DIC has opened up
“The work had started in all six nodes of
new avenues for all-round technological
the UP DIC and that the foundation stone
progress of the state, besides providing
laying of the two units is a fulfilment of
employment opportunities for the youth
The BRAHMOS
the vision of ‘Aatmanirbhar Bharat’ in
of the region. “At the time of its inauguthe defence sector. The units will provide
ration, we had estimated an investment
Manufacturing
avenues for employment for youth of the
of `3,732 crore. Investment of more than
Centre will cover
state. Adityanath highlighted UP’s poten`1,400 crore has already been received
tial for progress in the defence sector due
and the process is progressing rapidly,”
over 200 acres and
to the large number of Medium, Small
he informed.
produce the new
Scale and Micro Enterprises (MSMEs) in
India has attained a respectable posiBRAHMOS-NG
the state and assured all possible suption in areas of defence technologies,
port of the state government to defence
including the development of state-of-thevariant
sector industries coming to the state. SP
art missile systems in the last few years
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SINGAPORE AIRSHOW

HIGHLIGHTs

LCA TEJAS FLIES HIGH
A 44-member contingent of Indian Air Force participated
in the Singapore Air Show 2022, held from February 15-18,
2022. Every two years, high-level government and military delegations, as well as senior corporate executives around the world
attend the Singapore Air Show to forge partnerships and seal
deals in this region. As Asia’s largest Air Show, this is the place
to be for leading and upcoming aerospace companies to make
their mark in the international aerospace and defence market.
IAF pitched the indigenous Tejas MK-I alongside participants from across the world with flying displays on all the days
of the show. The Tejas aircraft enthralled the audience with its
display of low-level aerobatics displaying its superior handling
characteristics and manoeuvrability. This was the first time LCA
Tejas participated at the air show in Singapore and demon-

Photographs: IAF_MCC/Twitter

LCA Tejas Captivated the attention of all at Singapore Airshow
with a Dazzling Flying Display

strated its superior flying manoeuvres and capability as part of
efforts to position the platform for requirements in the region.
IAF deployed three LCA Tejas at the show.
The participation of Indian Air Force in Air Shows around
the world provides India with the opportunity to showcase the
aircraft. LCA Tejas is an Indian multirole light fighter designed
by the Aeronautical Development Agency in collaboration with
Hindustan Aeronautics Limited for the IAF. This indigenous
fighter is smallest and the lightest in its class of contemporary
supersonic combat aircraft. With its state-of-the-art avionics
and a unique double delta design, it has become one of the
world’s most sought-after combat aircraft in its category. SP
By Staff Correspondent
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CELEBRATIONS

Beating Retreat 2022

President Ram Nath Kovind, Prime minister Narendra Modi, defence Minister Rajnath Singh and other dignitaries at the ‘Beating Retreat’
ceremony, at Vijay Chowk, in New Delhi on January 29, 2022.

When Pride, Innovation,
Indigenisation & Heritage
were in the Air
The annual Beating Retreat ceremony this year witnessed light, arts, music, and patriotism
like never before with the first ever laser and drones show

Photographs: PIB

By Ayushee Chaudhary
As the celebrations of the 73rd Republic Day of India
approached its conclusion, the capital was accessorised like
never before. To add to the highlights marking 75 years of
India’s independence, the annual Beating Retreat ceremony
witnessed a breath taking display of indigenisation through a
drones show. This year’s Beating Retreat that was held at Vijay
Chowk in New Delhi on January 29, 2022, witnessed “marching
on ground, music in air and sparkle in sky”.
A total of 1,000 ‘Make in India’ drones took to the sky during the ceremony, depicting a “jugalbandi of tradition and technology, lights and music,” as noted by the Ministry of Defence
(MoD). This spectacular feat has allowed India to become only
the 4th nation after China, Russia and UK to carry out such
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a large scale show with 1,000 drones. The nation’s biggest
‘Drone Show’ was executed by Indian startup, Botlab Dynamics under Union Ministry of Science and Technology and led
by IIT (Indian Institute of Technology) Delhi alumni. The show,
was conceptualised, designed, produced and choreographed
under the ‘Make in India’ initiative. For the first time, the novel
drone show was made a part of the ceremony to commemorate
75 years of Independence, being celebrated as ‘Azadi ka Amrit
Mahotsav’. The show went on for the duration of 10 minutes
involving around 1,000 drones fabricated through indigenous
technology. Synchronised background music and narration was
also played during the drone show. From Mahatma Gandhi’s
figure to the national war memorial, a rotating globe to a map
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CELEBRATIONS

Beating Retreat 2022

Band performing at the ‘Beating Retreat’ ceremony, at Vijay Chowk,
in New Delhi on January 29, 2022

of India consisting of a chakra in the centre, etc pieces of art engineers associated with the project for letting go the lucrative
heritage were created in the air with much precision. The Light MNC offers and owning up the idea.
She also thanked the Union Minister Dr Jitendra Singh for
Show marked the conclusion of nearly week long programmes
related to Republic Day. This year Republic Day celebrations all the support and encouragement for the project “Design and
were initiated on January 23, marking Netaji Subhash Chandra Development of a Reconfigurable Swarming System Consisting
of 500-1,000 Drones for 3D Choreographed Drone Light Shows”.
Bose’s 125th birth anniversary.
Dr Jitendra Singh said, the success of this project is a perBefore the ceremony, Dr Jitendra Singh, Union Minister of
Science and Technology, interacted with Botlabs’ team at his fect example of inter-ministerial coordination wherein everyone
residence. He said that the start-Up, Botlab Dynamics was given from senior officials to the last executing official of MoD, DST,
an initial seed fund of one crore for R&D by Department of Sci- TDB and IIT Delhi all worked together to make this programme
ence & Technology (DST) and subsequently 2.5 crore for scale a success and supporting the company in demonstrating the
up and commercialization by TDB (Technology Development accomplishment of Atmanirbhar Bharat Mission.
With its unique mandate, TDB provides financial assistance
Board) to develop first of its kind technological project in India.
The Minister reiterated the government’s commitment to sup- to Indian industrial concerns and other agencies, attempting
port more of such innovative and sustainable start-ups to fulfil development and commercial application of indigenous techPrime Minister Narendra Modi’s vision of making India a global nologies, or adapting imported technologies to wider domestic
applications. The other aspect which makes TDB funding differhub of start-up ecosystem.
The start-up incubated at IIT and was able to develop a fleet ent from other financial bodies is that it also funds companies
1,000 swarm drones in six months after getting financial sup- which involve high-risk technologies.
port from TDB.The ministry informed
that the project was developed indigMAPPING PROJECTION
enously within the country, comprising
Another attraction was the projection
development of all the necessary compomapping show to commemorate 75 years
nents, including both hardware and softof independence. The show went on for
Showcased on
ware such as the flight controller (brain
around 3-4 minutes of duration. Showthe walls of North
of the drone); precision GPS; motor concased on the walls of North and South
and South Block
troller; Ground Control Station (GCS)
Block before the end of the ceremony, the
algorithms etc.
show brought Vijay Chowk to life. From
before the end of
Dr Sarita Ahlawat, MD of Botlab
our ancient scriptures to the great perthe ceremony, the
Dynamics said that the Drone Project
sonalities from Indian history; the freecould become successful only due to full
dom fighters to our guarding soldiers;
projection mapping
financial support provided by the Minthe evolution of knowledge systems and
show brought Vijay
istry of Science and Technology, as Prithe technology; the growth of India;
Chowk to life
vate Sector was reluctant to hand-hold
the farmers and their toil; the “Make In
the hardware start-up. She thanked the
India” importance; the show displayed
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Beating Retreat 2022

A mega drone show involving 1,000 drones lit up the sky, during the ‘Beating Retreat’ ceremony in New Delhi on January 29, 2022.

the past, present, and the future highlights and potential of the
nation. It was also an effort to rewind the 75 years of India’s
independence.
BANDS
The bands have been the major highlight of the Beating Retreat
ceremony for years now. However, this time even the bands had
some novelty to their programme with the inclusion of new tunes
that added zeal to the ceremony. This year’s ceremony’s theme
was martial musical tunes with Indian fervour. Several new tunes
were added to the ceremony this year in order to celebrate ‘Azadi
ka Amrit Mahotsav’. These include ‘Kerala’, ‘Hind ki Sena’ and
‘Ae Mere Watan Ke Logon’. The event came to a close with the
ever-popular tune of ‘Sare Jahan se Acha’. For this year, the government dropped ‘Abide With Me’, the somber highpoint of the
conclusion of the Republic Day celebrations and replaced it with
‘Ae Mere Watan ke Logon’. The ‘Abide With Me’ hymn has been
sung in the Indian Beating Retreat ceremony since 1950 as the
last piece before the retreat buglers bring down the Indian flag.
A total of 26 performances by the bands enthralled the audience this year with foot-tapping music played by the bands of
Indian Army, Navy, Air Force and Central Armed Police Forces
(CAPF). As the bands marched, performed and the music went
higher; the spirit at Vijay Chowk continued to rise parallel. The
entry band was Massed Band playing the ‘Veer Sainik’ tune,
followed by Pipes & Drums Band, CAPF Band, Air Force Band,
Naval Band, Army Military Band and Massed Bands.
Here’s a look at what the bands played this year:
• Massed Bands played ‘Ae Mere Watan Ke Logon’ song commemorating Indian soldiers who died during the Sino-Indian
War in 1962 arranged for Military band by MAJ S.R. Bhusal.
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•

Army military band performed the composition Siki A Mole
by L.B. Gurung.
• The ‘Kerala’ composition by CHM N. Madhavan Nair was
played by the Army Military band.
• The Air Force band played to the tune of ‘Ladaakoo-the
fighter’ composed by FLT LT L.S. Rupachandra.
• The CAPF India played ‘Hathroi’ composed by FH Reid.
• A quick march with pipes & drum played ‘Jai Janam Bhumi’
composed by Sub Major C.S. Bhandari.
• Military melody played ‘Hey Kanchha’ composed by L.B.
Gurung.
As the sun set behind the trails of the projection mapping
and the drones; patriotism; nostalgia and motivation gripped
the atmosphere. After all the performances were done; the
buglers officially closed the ceremony after the President’s ceremony and he was then escorted to his residence.
‘Beating the Retreat’ is a centuries-old military tradition dating from the days when troops disengaged from battle at sunset.
As soon as the buglers sounded the retreat, the troops ceased
fighting, sheathed their arms and withdrew from the battlefield.
It is for this reason that the custom of standing still during the
sounding of retreat has been retained to this day. Colours and
standards are cased and flags lowered at retreats. Drumbeats
recall the days when troops, billeted in towns and cities, were
recalled to their quarters at an appointed time in the evening.
Similar to the Republic Day Parade, eco-friendly invitation
cards were prepared for the ‘Beating Retreat’ ceremony relevant to the COVID-19 times. The cards were prepared with the
seeds of medicinal plants of Ashwagandha, Aloe Vera and Amla
embedded in it. People were encouraged to plant it in their gardens/flower pots; the official press release informed. SP
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hall of fame

EDWARD O’HARE
(1914 - 1943)
Edward Butch”O’Hare was born in St Louis on March 13, 1914 and later
became the United States Navy’s first fighter ace of World War II

Many airports around the world are named after
eminent persons; but people from other countries are often
ignorant about the person so honoured. For instance, how
many travellers landing at Chicago O’Hare International Airport,
one of the world’s busiest, might know who O’Hare was? Well,
Lieutenant Commander Edward “Butch” O’Hare never lived in
Chicago. He was born in St Louis on March 13, 1914 and later
became the United States Navy’s first fighter ace of World War
II. Butch’s father, Edward Joseph O’Hare, was a lawyer who
worked closely with Al Capone – America’s most notorious gangster – in Chicago. Eventually he was ruthlessly gunned down,
probably by Al Capone’s thugs, because he provided incriminating evidence that helped convict Capone of tax evasion.
Butch O’Hare entered the Western Military Academy at the
age 13. He had a rare talent for marksmanship and became
President of the rifle club. In 1933, he joined the United States
(US) Naval Academy at Annapolis. Following his graduation,
he served for two years on a battleship before undergoing
naval flight training and was then assigned to Fighter Squadron Three. The Squadron was initially aboard the aircraft carrier USS Saratoga; but was then transferred to various other
carriers. In February 1942, it was on the USS Lexington operating the Grumman F4F Wildcat fighter, when O’Hare’s most
famous mission occurred.
The Japanese had stormed ashore at Rabaul, Papua New
Guinea, a month earlier and the USS Lexington was charged
with conducting air strikes against the Japanese ships
anchored at Rabaul. However, the Lexington was spotted by a
giant four-engine Kawanishi Flying boat and although the spy
plane was soon shot down, it had already reported the location of the US carrier to its base. The Japanese immediately
dispatched a wave of nine Mitsubishi G4M “Betty” land-based
bombers armed with bombs and torpedoes against the Lexington. Six Wildcat fighters were launched from the carrier and
between them and the ship’s anti-aircraft guns, they managed
to eliminate all nine raiders before they could do any damage.
A second wave of nine Mitsubishi bombers was detected
and another six Wildcats took off to intercept them. However,
four Wildcats were too far away to prevent the deadly strike and
only O’Hare and his wingman were within intercept distance.
To make matters worse, even the wingman’s guns jammed.
Now all that remained between the USS Lexington and the nine
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determined attackers was an equally determined Butch O’Hare.
Amazingly, using this limited magazine judiciously and with
great courage and skill, Butch managed to shoot down five of
the bombers in four minutes, thus becoming “ace in a day”. Just
as he was running out of ammunition, more US fighters entered
the fray and succeeded in thwarting the attack.
Butch O’Hare was promoted to Lieutenant Commander
and awarded America’s highest decoration, the Congressional
Medal of Honour – the first naval aviator so recognised. The
citation concluded, “As a result of his gallant action, one of the
most daring, if not the most daring, single action in the history of combat aviation, he undoubtedly saved his carrier from
serious damage.” The writer can be forgiven for exaggerating
a little. America, still licking its wounds from the devastating
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbour in December 1941, desperately needed a hero. And Butch O’Hare was a shining hero.
In August 1943, O’Hare was made air-group commander,
overseeing three squadrons. By November 1943, the Americans dominated the skies during the day. The Japanese
resorted to low-altitude night strikes with torpedo-armed Mitsubishi bombers against the aircraft carrier Enterprise and
other American ships. The pilots on the Enterprise, now armed
with new Grumman F6F Hellcat fighters, developed an effective countermeasure. Radar-equipped Avenger bombers would
direct the more agile, but radar-less Hellcat fighters into position behind a bomber till they could spot its exhaust flame and
then go in for the kill. However, this meant a number of friendly
and hostile planes might be milling around in close proximity
in the dark at low level. O’Hare was in the attack phase of one
such interception mission on the night of November 26, 1943,
when his aircraft disappeared. Neither aircraft nor pilot was
ever found. O’Hare was declared dead a year later.
There was no clear answer as to whether Butch had been
hit by a Japanese bomber or by friendly fire or had crashed
into the sea. However, 54 years later, following a detailed
investigation of historical records as well as interviews with
survivors, two naval historians concluded that he had probably been brought down by a quick, lucky burst from a Mitsubishi. On September 19, 1949, Chicago airport was renamed
O’Hare International Airport to honour Butch O’Hare. SP
— Joseph Noronha
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QuickRoundUp
BELL

Bell, a Textron Inc company has reported on January 26,
2022 that it has completed the first Nacelle Improvements
Modification on an Air Force CV-22 Osprey. The aircraft is
part of an ongoing upgrade by Bell and Boeing to improve
the wiring components within the nacelles and to change
the structure in order to improve maintainability. The V-22
nacelles house critical power components to the V-22’s
vertical take-off and landing capabilities and transition to
forward flight.

ASIA-PACIFIC
Prime Minister Narendra Modi and
Defence Minister Rajnath Singh address
webinar titled ‘Aatmanirbharta in
Defence - Call to Action’

start-ups, so that it is fully utilised.
• Q
 A process to be reformed so that it is
non-intrusive, prevention based and
free from Inspector-Raj.
• iDEX-Prime to support projects,
requiring support beyond `1.5 crore
up to `10 crore, to help ever-growing
start-ups in the defence sector.

IAF EXERCISE EASTERN BRIDGE -VI (2022)

BOEING

Boeing delivered the 12th P-8I maritime patrol aircraft to India on February 19, 2022. This is the fourth of four additional
aircraft delivered under the options contract signed by the
Ministry of Defence in 2016. The P-8I is an integral part of
the Indian Navy’s fleet and has surpassed 35,000 flight hours
since it was inducted in 2013.
Boeing and Atlas Air Worldwide announced on January
6, 2022, an order for four 777 Freighters. The order, placed
in December, rounds out a record-setting 2021 for Boeing’s
freighter family including new-production and converted
models. Boeing has forecast that the global freighter fleet will
grow by 70 per cent in the next 20 years, with freight carriers
such as Atlas Air supporting a rapidly expanding global ecommerce business and evolving supply chains.
Boeing and Allegiant Air announced on January 5, 2022,
an order for 50 737 MAX jets, with options for 50 additional
airplanes. In Boeing’s first US ultra-low cost carrier (ULCC) deal,
Allegiant selected two models – the 737-7 and 737-8-200 – in
the 737 MAX family which provide the lowest seat-mile costs
for a single-aisle airplane and high-dispatch reliability.
Boeing and China Airlines announced on January 27,
2022 that the carrier has ordered four 777 Freighters valued
at $1.4 billion at list prices. The 777 Freighter is the world’s
largest and most capable twin-engine Freighter with a range
of 4,970 nautical miles (9,200 km) with a maximum revenue
payload of 102 tonnes (2,24,900 lbs).

LOCKHEED MARTIN

Lockheed Martin announced on January 3, 2022 that it has
completed another successful year as the F-35 programme
continued to expand its global footprint and enhance operational capabilities. In 2021, two new countries – Switzerland
and Finland – selected the F-35 for their new fighter jet
programmes. Additionally, Denmark received its first F-35 and
the Royal Netherlands Air Force became the ninth nation to
declare its F-35 fleet ready for Initial Operational Capability.

NASA

It was announced on January 5, 2022 that Lockheed Martin,
Amazon and Cisco have teamed up to integrate unique
human-machine interface technologies into NASA’s Orion
spacecraft, providing an opportunity to learn how future
astronauts could benefit from far-field voice technology, AI
and tablet-based video collaboration. The Callisto technology
demonstration will be integrated into NASA’s Orion spacecraft
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Ministry of Defence (MoD) organised a
post-budget webinar titled ‘Aatmanirbharta in Defence - Call to Action’ on
the announcements made in Union
budget 2022-23, on February 25, 2022.
The Union Budget 2022-23 related to
the MoD has given further impetus to
Aatmanirbharta in Defence and the objective of the webinar was to involve all
the stakeholders in taking forward the
various initiatives of the Government in
the defence sector.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi delivered the inaugural address of the webinar where he said that the theme of the
webinar indicates the mood of the nation. The recent years’ effort to strengthen Aatmanirbharta in the defence sector
is clearly visible in this year’s Budget.
The Prime Minister stressed that the,
“uniqueness and surprise elements can
only happen when the equipment is
developed in your own country”.
The Defence Minister delivered the
valedictory address in which he hoped
that the webinar will add momentum to
the budget announcements and pave the
way for their speedy implementation.
He thanked the participants for providing valuable inputs for strengthening
the Government’s intent to make India
a global defence manufacturing hub.
He made a series of announcements to
encourage the industry and the start-ups
as follows:
• At least five projects under Make-I
during Financial Year 2022-23 to be
sanctioned to promote Industry led
R&D efforts.
• A monitoring mechanism under DG
Acquisition to be created, with representatives from all the three Services
to monitor the budget earmarked,
specifically for private industry and

The Indo-Oman exercise, Eastern BridgeVI (2022) was successfully conducted at
Air Force Station Jodhpur from February 21 to 25, 2022. Royal Air Force of
Oman (RAFO) participated with Indian
Air Force (lAF) in the exercise which was
aimed at providing operational exposure
and undertaking mutual exchange of best
practices, towards enhancing operational
capabilities of both the Air Forces. Senior
officers from both sides visited Air Force
Station Jodhpur during the exercise. They
discussed further prospects of mutual cooperation. The exercise provided an opportunity for fruitful interaction between
the IAF and the RAFO elements through
mutual exchange of experience and
operational knowledge. It also provided
avenues of cultural exchanges between
the personnel of both countries.

INDIAN NAVY TO EVALUATE RAFALE M
(MARITIME VERSION) & BOEING’S F-18 SUPER
HORNET FOR INDIAN AIRCRAFT CARRIERS

It has been widely reported that the
Indian Navy carried out evaluation
from January 6, 2022 onwards to test
the maritime version of the Dassault
Rafale M fighter (Maritime Version), for
its suitability to operate from aircraft
carrier Vikrant. The Rafale M will have
to successfully to takeoff & land from
Short Take-Off But Arrested Recovery
(STOBAR) system, similar to the one
equipping India’s aircraft carriers. At
present, the Indian Navy is looking
for replacement of MiG-29K aircraft.
This evaluation is also part of the
larger Multi-Role Carrier Borne Fighter
(MRCBF) Programme. India is also
considering the option of Boeing’s F-18
Super Hornet as a possible replacement
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INDIAN AIR FORCE

Air Marshal Sreekumar Prabhakaran
took over as the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief of Delhi-based Western
Air Command on March 1, 2022 from
Air Marshal Amit Dev who superannuated after over 39 years of distinguished service in the IAF.
Air Marshal K. Anantharaman assumed the appointment of Air Officerin-Charge Administration (AOA) at Air
Headquarters, New Delhi on February
1, 2022.

RAYTHEON TECHNOLOGIES

Raytheon Technologies Corporation
has announced the following appointments effective March 1, 2022:
• Christopher T. Calio as Chief Operating Officer.
• Shane G. Eddy to succeed Calio as
President of its Pratt & Whitney
Business Unit.

LOCKHEED MARTIN

On February 1, 2022, Lockheed Martin
announced the appointment of Jesus

which has already proven its capability
to operate from STOBAR System in the
United States (US) and the trials in India
are likely to be held during March 2022.
Surendra Ahuja, Managing Director,
Boeing Defence India has said that “Boeing has developed a capability specifically for the F/A-18 Super Hornet that
will allow for the faster movement of
the aircraft between the flight deck and
hangar deck without having to remove
or modify any part of the aircraft.” The
competition is for the initial supply of 26
jets (18 single-seat and eight twin-seat
trainers) to the Indian Navy.

PAKISTAN ACQUIRES J-10 FIGHTER FROM CHINA
The Pakistani military has confirmed
that it was acquiring J-10 fighter from
China. Pakistan’s Interior Minister
Sheikh Rasheed Ahmed confirmed that
25 of the new jets would carry out a flypast during Pakistan’s Republic Day celebration on March 23, 2022. The Minister
added that the acquisition of J-10 was to
counter India’s acquisition of 36 Dassault Rafale fighters. At a press conference, the Pakistan’s Army spokesperson
Major General Babar Iftikhar, said that,

www.sps-aviation.com

“Jay” Malave as the company’s next
Chief Financial Officer, effective immediately.

Lars Wagner, the Chief Operating
Officer of MTU has been given a seat
on the Governing Board of the Clean
Aviation Joint Undertaking with effect
from January 27, 2022.

and China in addition to his current
role of Vice President, Sales, Specialised Aircraft.
• Michael Anckner will be responsible
for sales in Latin America in addition to his current responsibilities of
fleet and corporate sales in his new
role as Vice President, Sales, US Corporate Fleets, Specialised Aircraft &
Latin America.

BOEING

AFI KLM E&M EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

CLEAN AVIATION

Boeing has announced the appointment of Alain Garcia as the Vice
President of Business Development for
its Defence and Services Business in
India, effective immediately.

BOMBARDIER

On January 24, 2022, Bombardier announced strategic changes to its international sales leadership team as under:
• Emmanuel Bornand will take on the
role of Vice President, Sales, Europe,
Russia, CIS, Middle East and Africa.
• Stéphane Leroy will take over responsibility for sales in Asia Pacific

“This is a step to upgrade our Air Force
fleet and get the best possible technology
available because we know what kind of
technology is being acquired on the other
side.” The J-10, a single-engine aircraft,
is similar to the US-built F-16 and was
unfurled by China in 2006.

AMERICAS
DEFIANT EXECUTES FUTURE LONG-RANGE
ASSAULT AIRCRAFT (FLRAA) MISSION PROFILE

It was reported on January 18, 2022
that the Lockheed Martin SikorskyBoeing SB>1 DEFIANT successfully
completed FLRAA mission profile test
flights, including confined area landings
and low-level flight operations. These
flights validate DEFIANT’s relevance to
the Army’s mission, providing agility at
the objective (also known as the “X”),
and increased survivability, all while reducing pilot workload. SB>1 DEFIANT is
the technology demonstrator proving out
transformational capabilities for the DEFIANT X weapon system, the SikorskyBoeing team offering for the US Army’s
FLRAA competition as part of the Army’s
Future Vertical Lift programme. l

Appointments to the AFI KLM E&M
Executive Committee effective January
1, 2022 are as under:
• Bruno Tricoire and Nicolas Bertrand
joined the Group Engineering &
Maintenance Executive Committee
as SVP Components and SVP Industrial Affairs & Projects respectively.
• Former SVP Components Benjamin
Moreau has been named as the new
SVP Strategy & Business Development – a role he takes over from
Johann Panier, who leaves to take
the lead of the Air France Fleet as
SVP Fleet Management.

QuickRoundUp
for the agency’s Artemis I uncrewed mission around the Moon
and back to the Earth.

NORTHROP GRUMMAN

Northrop Grumman Corporation has been awarded a contract on February 1, 2022, from the Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency’s (DARPA) Perceptually-enabled Task
Guidance (PTG) programme to develop a prototype artificial
intelligence (AI) assistant. Northrop Grumman, in partnership
with the University of Central Florida (UCF), will develop an
Operator and Context Adaptive Reasoning Intuitive Assistant
(OCARINA) that will support UH-60 Blackhawk pilots, who fly
with both visual and instrumented flight which varies with
weather, time of day and other environmental factors.
Northrop Grumman has delivered the 51st E-2D Advanced Hawkeye production aircraft AA-52 which is essential
for US Navy’s Battle Management Command & Control Mission. The E-2D Advanced Hawkeye was developed by Northrop
Grumman and is the latest variant of the E-2. US Navy plans to
obtain 72 E-2D aircraft until 2022. The Advanced Hawkeye is
assigned aboard aircraft carriers and provides airborne early
warning and command and control to carrier air wing. It is the
only production carrier-borne AEW aircraft in the world.
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exports BRAHMOS
sets the pace
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For India to build its exports of military hardware,
the focus will have to be not just on selling the
equipment but also on providing adequate training
and support to the customers
As per a written communication dated December 31, 2021
received from the Department of National Defence of the Philippines, the nation has finally decided to purchase the BrahMos
supersonic cruise missile system from India. The deal for this
shore-based anti-ship missile system is valued at $375 million.
The approval for the acquisition of this weapon system from India
by the government of the Philippines came several years after
the first reports of the nation’s interest in the BrahMos missile
became known. With this deal, the Philippines is set to become
the first international customer of the highly potent BrahMos
supersonic cruise missile. The sale of the BrahMos to the Philippines also marks the entry of India into the supersonic missile
domain after Russia that has been a leader in this field. This will
also be the first major sale of an advanced weapon system produced by the Indian aerospace and defence industry. Hopefully,
this will herald the sale of other weapon systems produced indigenously by the Indian aerospace and defence industry.
With the acquisition of this weapon system, the Philippines
has now joined the club of South East Asian nations that possess
supersonic anti-ship cruise missiles. Other nations in the club
include Indonesia that has operated the ship-based Russian-origin Yakhont supersonic anti-ship cruise missile since 2011 and
the Vietnamese Army acquired two land-based Bastion-P mobile
coastal defence missile systems from Russia in the year 2015.
Acquisition of the BrahMos will significantly enhance the capability of the Philippines to safeguard its sovereign claims in the
South China Sea. This weapon system will also serve as a deterrence against incursions by the maritime forces of China into
the exclusive economic zone (EEZ) of the Philippines. In recent
years, there has been escalation of tension between China and
the Philippines with frequent incursion of Chinese naval vessels
into the EEZ of the Philippines that extends up to 200 nautical miles from the coastline. In November 2021, Chinese coast
guard ships blocked and fired water cannons on supply boats of
the Philippines within the country’s EEZ. Earlier, the Philippines
had reported an incursion into its EEZ by around 285 vessels of
the People’s Liberation Army Navy. In the event of a conflict with
China, the Philippines could use the BrahMos to target Chinese
vessels in parts of the South China Sea.
Other nations in the region such as Thailand, Vietnam and
Indonesia have also evinced interest in acquiring the BrahMos
missile system designed, developed and produced by the Indian
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By air marshal b.K. PANDEY (Retd)

aerospace and defence industry. Acquisition of the BrahMos
with these nations is certainly going to be a matter of concern
for China as she may no longer find it easy to pressurise or
intimidate them as she has been doing with increasing frequency especially in the recent past.
The BrahMos is the world’s fastest supersonic cruise missile
that is designed to fly at nearly three times the speed of sound,
making it almost impossible for targets to evade attack by this
weapon system. This weapon system has been developed by
BrahMos Aerospace which was established on February 12,
1998 as an inter-government joint venture enterprise between
the Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) of
India and the Federal State Unitary Enterprise NPO Mashinostroyenia (NPOM) of Russia. Based on the Russian P-800 Oniks
sea-skimming cruise missile technology, the name BrahMos
given to this weapon system is derived from the names of two
major rivers namely the Brahmputra (Brah) in India and the
Moskava (Mos) in Russia. The BrahMos was first test-fired in a
vertical launch configuration on June 12, 2001 from the Integrated Test Range (ITR) at Chandipur in Odisha.
The BrahMos is credited with having set a world record
at the integrated test range Launching Complex at Chandipur,
Odisha on September 5, 2010, for being the first cruise missile
to be tested at supersonic speeds in a steep-dive mode. With
this launch, the requirement of the Indian Army for land attack
with Block-II advanced seeker software with target discriminating capabilities, was met with. The BrahMos became the only
supersonic cruise missile possessing advanced capability of
selection of a particular land target amongst a group of targets,
providing an edge to the user with its high precision capability.
Over the years since the first launch in 2001, several advanced
versions of the BrahMos have been developed making it an
extremely potent weapon system. India has already deployed a
sizable number of the BrahMos missile system in a number of
strategic locations along the Line of Actual Control with China
in the Ladakh and Arunachal Pradesh sectors.
While the BrahMos is undoubtedly a potent weapon system,
in the ultimate analysis, its effectiveness against the enemy in
war will depend on how well the manpower maintaining and
operating the weapon system is trained. India’s responsibility
towards the customer thus will not end with merely marketing
of the weapon system, but will extend well beyond. SP
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